Obviously, there are some products and communication programs that can be taken abroad without major modifications; many consumer electronics fit that mold, although their price and distribution strategies still vary from country to country.
On the other hand, many of the most notable international product failures have come from a lack of product adaptation.
Philips, for instance, began to earn a profit in Japan only after it had reduced the size of its coffeemakers to fit in the smaller Japanese kitchens; Coca-Cola withdrew its 2-liter bottle in Spain after discovering that few local refrigerators had large enough compartments. Crest initially failed in Mexico with the U.S. campaign using a scientific appeal; Mexicans do not put great weight on the decay prevention benefit of toothpaste.
Let's examine the issue of adaptation with respect to a specific product that has been introduced in many foreign markets, namely Mattel's Barbie doll. Because there is a segment in many countries that is likely to respond positively to the doll's western features, the company may reap economies of scale from a standard look, and accordingly price the doll lower; if demand is priceelastic, then worldwide sales volume will rise.
The opposite argument would stress the culture-specific meaning of dolls and the need to have their features reflect a national look. A modified product, in this context, would lead to higher sales in each major market, and the additional revenue would more than cover product and ad- In fact, in the two years after Mattel allowed its Japanese affiliate to "Japanize" Barbie Doll's features, sales blossomed from near zero to 2 million. Interestingly, Barbie sold well without modification in 60 other countries. Does this mean that Mattel was smart in not modifying the doll in these countries? Or does this suggest that Mattel would have done much better to modify the doll in most markets, based on the Japanese experience?
The issue can now be restated:
In designing a new product, should a U.S. manufacturer design a single U.S. version, a single global version, or several global versions of the new product?
Thus, Mattel had three design alternatives when it created the original Barbie Doll:
There are three possible positions on this issue:
1. Design for U.S. market only 2. Design one product and marketing program for the global marketplace
Design national or regional adaptations in advance
The first position is obviously myopic, or distressingly chauvinistic, given the worldwide marketing opportunities that abound.
The second position entails searching for the one set of product and marketing features that would work best worldwide, including naming, packaging, and so forth.
I happen to be in favor of the third position. First, most exported products need and receive some adaptation. One study found that 80 percent of U.S. exports required one or more adaptations. Furthermore, the average product requires only four to five adaptations out of a set of eleven marketing elements: labeling, packaging, materials, colors, name, product features, advertising themes, media, and execution, price, and sales promotion. I believe that all eleven elements must be checked in planning any export. If no changes are found to be needed, then we arrive at the second position mentioned above-but not through simply assuming that we can get away with standardization. Table 1 summarizes the global decision process. Design II applies to a product that can be exported under a universal name and form as a "world doll" or a "world car." Design III is appropriate for other potential exports, with a set of product and promotion variants for different world markets.
GLOBAL STANDARDIZATION -COURTING DANGER
There are three broad forces that push manufacturers toward more international customization. The first is the extent to which customers in different countries want or require special product features. The second is the extent to which customers in different countries vary in their resources and buying behavior. The third is the extent to which environmental factors vary, such as government regulation, climate, competition, etc. Table 2 shows a profile of target Country X against that of the source country; clearly, in this case the product will need some adaptation for Market X, especially because of environmental dissimilarities.
Consider, for example, the impact of different laws governing advertising in different countries. A 30-second Kellogg cereal commercial would require the following changes if introduced in three European countries: in the Netherlands, deletion of references to iron and vitamins; in France, deletion of the child actor; in Germany, deletion of the claim that "Kellogg makes their corn flakes the best they've ever been." Essentially, a manager ought to use a planning matrix that tests the marketing mix elements against the target countries (Table 3) . This matrix will alert the manager to critical variations that might be required, country by country.
International managers can use the concept of "psychic distance" to judge how much customization might be needed in another country. Standard products tend to be more successful if introduced into target markets that have the least psychic distance from the source market. Yet, even products that look similar worldwide tend to have subtle country-by-country variations that can make the difference in their success. Consider Coca-Cola, which we would normally think of as a globally standardized product. In a recent letter one of Coca Cola's senior executives stated his views: "We and many international food companies, especially those working through franchise systems, are more multilocal than multinational. The various food laws from one country to the next often dictate widely varying approaches to the marketplace. Our largest food service customer worldwide is McDonald's Corporation. We in turn are their largest supplier worldwide. My guess is McDonald's would also agree." Thus even companies that produce highly standardized products are careful to act on the maxim "Plan global, act local."
